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Dear Parents & Elyon Campers,
We are pleased to present once again the popular and famous Romimu Elyon Division. The Elyon Division, for all
campers finishing 8th grade, is an innovative and pace-setting program geared to mesivta-aged bochrim. Under the
dynamic leadership of our Elyon Program Head, Rabbi Shmuli Zilber, the Elyon Division has become famous
throughout the camping world.
Elyon campers daven in their own separate shul and eat in their own separate dining room. In this way, both the
davening and the meals reflect the maturity that our Elyon bochrim have achieved. The learning groups are given by
outstanding mechanchim who have many years of experience giving shiur to older bochrim. Elyon campers are given
curfews and privileges that reflect their older status. Elyon campers enjoy special leagues, workshops and presentations by well-known speakers and mechanchim. One of the hallmarks that makes the Elyon Division so famous, is the
myriad of interesting and exciting trips. Roller skating, canoe trips, ropes courses, horseback riding, ice skating,
intercamp games all make an Elyon summer, a summer to treasure.
Special Masmidim Option
We are excited to present once again our Elyon Masmidim Program. The Masmidim Program is geared for bochrim
currently in eighth grade who are interested in having a more intensive learning program during the summer.
Bochrim will be part of the Elyon Division, but have a longer seder in the morning and afternoon. They will enjoy
learning with a top notch Mesivta Mechanech. The learning will take place in a beautiful, fully renovated, airconditioned shiur room. The boys will be learning from after breakfast until the first morning activity begins. In the
afternoon, the bochrim will join the rest of the Elyon Division and participate in the programs, leagues, trips and
workshops that are unique to Elyon. The Masmidim’s afternoon learning group will take place during rest period. In
the evening, the bochrim will participate in the Elyon night leagues and night activities and after Maariv they will
participate in the Elyon night seder. The bochrim who are in the Masmidim Program will not be a separate bunk, but
will be integrated into bunks with their camp friends.
It should be stressed that the masmidim program is geared for bochrim who are motivated and are serious about their
learning. ב״ה, the program has generated much interest. We are sure that, אי״ה, the bochrim will shteig during the
summer and that this program will be a tremendous Kiddush Hashem. Please indicate on the application form
whether you are interested in participating in the Masmidim Option of our Elyon Program.
The Elyon Division is restricted to campers who meet Camp Romimu’s high standards. Space in the Elyon Division
and Masmidim Program is limited and, due to the popularity of the program, early registration is strongly
recommended. If you are interested in the Masmidim Option, please check off the appropriate box in the application
form or send us an email.
Sincerely,

Elyon Schedule

Rabbi Shlomo Pfeiffer
Director

Elyon Masmidim Schedule

Morning Shiur

10:15-12:20

Morning Shiur

10:15-12:40

Leagues

12:45

Leagues

12:45

Lunch
Rest Period/Workshops

2:10
2:30

Lunch
Afternoon Shiur

2:10
2:50

Leagues

3:30

Leagues

3:30

Snack

5:00

Snack

5:00

Swim/Workshops

5:20

Swim/Workshops 5:20

Mincha

6:20

Mincha

6:20

Supper

6:50

Supper

6:50

Night Activity

7:20

Night Activity

7:20

